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Abstract—Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are being introduced into safety-critical systems such as connected vehicles.
Since the behavior and effectiveness of measures are validated
before approval, the decisions made by an IDS are required to be
traceable and the IDS also needs to work efficiently on resourceconstrained embedded systems. These requirements complicate
the direct use of Machine Learning (ML) approaches in IDS
design. In this paper, we propose an approach to using ML
to generate rules for an efficient rule-based IDS like Snort.
Our approach eases the time-consuming and difficult process
of creating a rule set. We use decision trees to generate rules
that can be used by experts as a basis for creating a rule set for
a specific safety-critical use case. In addition, we use long shortterm memory methods to circumvent the problem of limited
training data availability, a common limitation in safety-critical
systems. Our implementation and evaluation shows the feasibility
of our approach to derive specific IDS rules for such systems.
Index Terms—intrusion detection, rule generation, machine
learning, anomaly detection, decision trees, long short-term
memory, automotive security.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A major technology shift is currently taking place in safetycritical systems. Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) systems
and connectivity, also with the Internet, are typical characteristics. For example, modern connected vehicles communicate
with the outside world and the technologies used in the vehicle
are also changing. Automotive Ethernet (AE), for example,
is replacing or supplementing classic technologies like the
Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. New protocols such as
Scalable service-Oriented MiddlewarE over IP (SOME/IP) [1]
are becoming standards for service-oriented communication in
the automotive sector. SOME/IP messages are transported over
UDP or TCP using an IP-based in-vehicle network.
However, cyber-attacks can now also take place via the
communication interfaces and security gaps in these new
protocols introduce new attack vectors that can eventually
access safety-critical vehicle functions [2]. The use of known
technologies and protocols also reduces the effort required by
attackers. Since even the best security measures can never fully
prevent attacks, IDSs are also being introduced into safetycritical systems. These usually work as Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and monitor network communication
for attacks.
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However, integrating an IDS into safety-critical systems is
a major challenge, as they have to meet certain requirements.
Two aspects are of particular importance: traceability and
efficiency. Traceability is fundamentally important for safetycritical systems, since behavior and effectiveness of measures
are validated before getting approval. This also applies to the
decisions made by an IDS when classifying attacks, as it is
necessary to determine exactly why an alert was generated.
Efficiency is important because safety-critical embedded systems mostly have strong resource constraints.
In classical networks, ML-based approaches are used on a
regular basis. These often have the advantage that they can also
detect unknown attacks by, e.g., learning the normal behavior.
However, these frequently represent black box systems, which
usually require a lot of resources and whose behavior is
not comprehensible. For example, for an IDS in a modern
connected vehicle, false positives should not occur. If, for
example, an extremely rare case occurs that a message is
sent to trigger the airbag (because an accident has actually
occurred), the IDS must not classify this as an attack. It
must be verifiable that the IDS classifies correctly, which is
difficult with ML-based approaches. The resource limitations
of embedded systems in a vehicle also make it difficult to use.
Rule-based systems are therefore an alternative, since their
behavior is verifiable and the matching of rules requires very
few resources (e.g., white-list policy in [2]). However, setting
up rules can be very time-consuming and difficult, as in-depth
knowledge is required and the rule set can quickly explode.
In this paper, we propose an ML-based IDS which combines rule generation with deep learning data set extension.
Our approach is based on Decision Trees (DTs) to generate
traceable Snort rules which can be used by an expert as a
basis when creating a rule set for a specific safety-critical use
case. Furthermore, we incorporate a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) network to extend the data set available to the rule
generator with the goal of mitigating the common issue of
lacking data. Our implementation and evaluation shows that
the system is feasible and yields rules significantly outperforming the detection rate of the baseline.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we present background and discuss related work
before we introduce our proposed IDS in Section III. The

implementation is described in Section IV and the evaluation
in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
ML-based IDS applications often provide better detection
accuracy compared to hand-crafted rule-based IDS, but are
rarely deployed in safety critical systems because a lack
of insight into IDS results effectively prevents mitigation
actions [3]. The most common IDSs (e.g., Snort [4]) use
rules to detect intrusions. Rule generation is a laborious task
requiring expert knowledge and time. It is, hence, a desirable
goal to generate rules semi-automatically or automatically.
This has been done by deducting rules from labeled traffic
data or from system descriptions. For example, Monzer et
al. [5] present a rule generator which converts a system model
of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) into anomaly-based IDS
rules. A similar approach by Nivethan and Papa [6] converts
behavioral descriptions into Snort rules. But these approaches
require an expert describing the system in detail, leading to
similar amounts of work as when generating IDS rules by
hand. Also, neither of these works fully evaluate their system’s
effectiveness in detecting attacks.
A more advanced approach is presented by Naik et al. [7].
Using Snort’s base rule set, the authors use Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (FRI) to generate rules that are similar to the
base rules. This generates a vast number of rules, many of
which are not effective in detecting attacks. They further use
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to filter the best new rules and
detect attacks missed by Snort. Jin et al. also use FRI for
intrusion detection based on Snort’s baseline rule set [8].
However, no rules are directly generated and FRI is used for
traffic classification. Both studies provide no comparisons of
their system’s effectiveness to a publicly available data set
nor describe their actual rule generation in detail. Gomez et
al. [9] present MOEA-Snort, a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm that uses a single aggregate objective function and
Pareto-optimization to optimize automatic rule generation in
order to detect anomalous traffic.
In more advanced ML rule-generation studies, Rastegari et
al. [10] compare if-then detection rules generated by their
GA implementation with those generated by DTs, k-NearestNeighbors (KNN), and GA-based classifiers. For generating
IDS rules with ML, mostly DTs are used so far. Fallahi et
al. build DTs based on the ISCX 2012 data set with the goal
of deriving Snort rules [11]. Their derived rules can achieve
high F-measures of up to 0.988. However, a comparison to
Snort’s baseline performance is missing, as well as details on
rule derivation from a DT. A similar approach is taken by Soe
et al. in [12], but performance is not evaluated.
Using probability-based ML techniques, Ganesan et al.
propose a system for generating Snort rules based on Bayesian
abductive reasoning [13]. They built a Bayesian model, which
predicts how base Snort rules are most likely to change so
that they detect malicious traffic that has not been observed
yet. In their evaluation against a Netbios attack included in the
MACCDC 2012 data set, the new rules detect more malicious

packets. A straightforward comparison to baseline Snort is
nonetheless missing.
In [14], Kim et al. present an IDS, in which multiple
Deep Learning (DL) stages are combined into a single IDS.
Suggestions on alerts generated by AI-IDS to improve or generate new Snort rules are also provided. Ren et al. [15] propose
a Random Forest (RF)-based IDS where feature selection is
implemented using a GA and its results are evaluated by a
RF. Another RF-based anomaly detector is then trained on the
optimized data set. This combined system is shown to outperform other ML-techniques like KNN, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and DT. In general, shallow ML-techniques have the
advantage of preserving the original data, making results more
interpretable. Shah and Issac [4] combine multiple ML-based
anomaly detectors as Snort plugins. The plugins based on
SVMs, DTs, Fuzzy Logic, and Bayes models analyze traffic
in parallel to Snort’s regular detector.
Automated rule generation also is combined with ML-based
anomaly detection in a hybrid IDS. Kaur and Singh propose
in [16] a second-stage LSTM for anomaly detection to feed
a signature generator. The generated rules are then given to
a first-stage signature-based IDS. Rule generation is done by
finding the longest common substring, which appears at least
a certain number of times in the malicious packets. However,
their evaluation only considers the detection capabilities of the
anomaly detector and not the impact of newly generated rules.
In [17], Khraisat et al. propose a hybrid IDS that combines
the C5 decision tree classifier (signature) and one-class SVM
(anomaly) that provides better results compared to the single
algorithms. In [18], Golrang et al. present a hybrid approach
where a multi-objective genetic method and an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) run simultaneously to extract feature
subsets. Thereafter, the efficiency of the feature subsets is
evaluated by a RF ensemble method.
To summarize, many publications lack descriptions of actual
rule generation as well as a comparison of detection capabilities with the baseline Snort rules.
III. IDS D ESIGN
There are three main components of the proposed IDS. In
conjunction, these provide a comprehensive ML-based IDS
while combining state-of-the-art DL techniques with traceable
rule generation.
a) Rule-Based Detector: The main reasons for using
a rule-based detector are the very high traceability of its
decisions as well as its reduced complexity and superior
computing performance. This suits the typical requirements
of safety-critical environments well.
b) Rule Generator: The rule generator is responsible for
creating reliable and traceable rules for the rule-based detector
and is based on shallow ML techniques. The generator is
trained on a known labeled data set and rules are derived either
from or by the resulting model. In regular operation, the rule
generator is periodically retrained with an extended data set.
In this study, the extended data set is obtained by combining
the already available data with entries newly classified by the

anomaly detector. The goal is to incrementally create better
rules for the IDS’ detector when a broader database becomes
available, as well as rules for new attacks.
c) Anomaly Detector: The anomaly detector extends the
data set available to the rule generator. In our study, the
anomaly detector is DL-based and trained on known traffic
representing the environment the IDS works in. This baseline
data set is typically the same as the one used to train the rule
generator, at the start. Then, during regular IDS operation, the
anomaly detector records and classifies new data traffic intercepted in the IDS’s environment. By combining the already
available data with the newly classified data, this results in an
extended data set for re-training the rule generator.
d) Traffic Logger: The traffic logger records all traffic
within the IDS’s operating environment. Logging traffic data
is needed to extend the data set via the anomaly detector.

unnecessary False Positive (FP) rules. The newly generated
rules are finally transferred to the rule-based detector. This
cycle repeats continuously.
IV. IDS I MPLEMENTATION
The IDS implementation can be adapted to different types
of data sets. Unfortunately, no suitable data set representing
a safety-critical, e.g., automotive, environment was available.
We aim to remedy this in a follow-up work and use this proof
of concept to demonstrate the feasibility of the IDS’s overall
design. The UNSW-NB15 [19], a well-known and widely used
data set, is thus used for training and evaluating the IDS.
The base data set consists of 100 GB of network traffic.
Within the data set, fuzzing, network analysis, backdoor, DoS,
reconnaissance, shell code and worm attacks, as well as other
generic malicious data and exploits are present. The data
is split into two parts: the initial and operational training
sets. The first is the data that is initially available to train
the anomaly detector and generate the first set of rules. The
latter represents data that would be collected by the traffic
logger during the operation of the IDS and is used to simulate
extending the data set. Hence, this part of the data would
not be available in a real-life scenario at first but collected
over time. All data labeled as benign (class 0) and malicious
(class 1) is used, as we consider intrusion detection as a
binary classification problem in this paper. Figure 2 shows the
implemented components in this work in relation to Figure 1.

Fig. 1. High-level IDS architecture

In the proposed architecture (see Figure 1), the main components are distributed into two separate locations with varying
resources. The detector and traffic logger are installed in the
actual operating environment. The more resource-intensive
ML-based components, are moved to a backend. This has the
advantage that the relation between backend and operational
environment (e.g., connected vehicle) is not necessarily 1:1,
but can be 1:N . That is, a single backend instance can be
responsible for the rule generation for an arbitrary number of
detector instances and combine the traffic logs from multiple
sources. This way, anomalies seen in one instance of the IDS
can already be detected, corresponding rules generated, and
published before others are affected.
The network traffic within the IDS operating environment
passes through the rule-based detector as well as the traffic
logger. The detector applies its rule set to detect potential
attacks and generates a log. Taking preventive actions would
also be possible, but is not considered here. The traffic log
is sent to the backend and pre-processed for the anomaly
detector. The pre-processing is implementation-specific and
out-of-scope here.
In the backend, the anomaly detector classifies all new
traffic received from the traffic logger(s) to extend the available
data set. The extended data set is then transferred to the rule
generator, for retraining and the generation of a new set of
rules. The anomaly detector should be highly accurate to avoid

Fig. 2. Implemented High-level IDS architecture

A. Rule Generator
The current state of the art for automated rule generation
comprises in particular DTs and GAs. GAs evolve an existing
or random baseline rule set, e.g., Snort’s standard rules, by
changing features of the rules in each generation. Enhanced
rules are kept in the current population and the process repeats
until a stopping condition is reached. The results are well
explainable as a GA changes only the rule’s features, which are
typically well defined [20]. The GAs can also be tweaked [21].
Overall, GAs are a good option for automated rule generation,
but potential for overfitting is still present [20]. However, the
rule generator in our implementation is designed using a DT.
DTs are the easiest and most explainable method. Trained
on labeled network traffic, a DT learns which feature values

determine a malicious packet. As every branch is effectively an
if-then decision, paths within DTs can easily be translated into
IDS rules [11]. Mapping the considered features to the IDS’s
rule structure makes this even easier. The rule generator is
implemented in Python using the scikit-learn framework [22].
a) Feature Selection: DTs generally compute the importance of each feature and, hence, perform feature selection
automatically. However, using irrelevant features towards the
final rule generation incurs an unnecessary increase in the
consumption of resources and would also make the tree more
prone to overfitting [23]. A mapping between the UNSWNB15 data set’s features and available options for Snort
rules [24] is defined in Table I.
TABLE I
M APPING OF UNSW-NB15 FEATURES AND S NORT RULE OPTIONS
UNSW-NB15 Feature

Snort Rule Field

Snort Rule Header
proto
srcip
sport
dstip
dport
state
smean
sttl
is sm ips ports

Protocol
Source IP address
Source Port
Destination IP address
Destination Port
Snort Non-Payload Options
(TCP) Flags
dsize
TTL
sameip

As listed, only 9 of the 49 features within the UNSW-NB15
data set can be used for filling fields in Snort rules during
rule generation. Among these are all the features necessary
for filling the header of Snort rules. Additionally, the label
feature denoting whether an entry is considered malicious or
not has to be used as only malicious entries should lead to alert
rules but both classes are present in the DT. Since we use both
the malicious and benign data, no extra subclasses for various
attack categories are considered for now. The non-payload
features, smean and sttl denoting the mean size of packets
from the source and the Time-to-Live (TTL) at the source
are used. In the UNSW-NB15 data set, these features are
also available for the destination. These were not considered
as Snort generally works in a source-to-destination direction.
The other remaining features of the data set could also not be
matched to the options of Snort rules. These features are very
limited in regard to the overall capabilities of Snort and its
rule structure, e.g., the inspection of package contents.
b) Training: The data is pre-processed before passing
it to the model using the Pandas library [25]. Prior to preprocessing the actual features, the data set is balanced to avoid
a potential bias towards the benign class [26], if necessary.
Balancing is performed by randomly sub-sampling the majority, i.e., benign class, to match the number of entries in
the minority, i.e., malicious class. In this IDS implementation,
50000 entries are selected from the original data set. This is

due to memory restrictions, as the DT implementation provided by scikit-learn transforms sparse arrays, used by Pandas,
into dense arrays. Sparse arrays result from one-hot encoding
categorical data (IP addresses, port numbers, the protocol
identifier, and the state flag). This is a necessary step, as the DT
implementation by scikit-learn does not support categorical
values but only numerical ones, whereas DTs typically are able
to handle mixed data (see e.g., [27]). Hence, all non-values,
like NAs and empty strings, are replaced with zeros. The DT
is then fitted and evaluated using 2⁄3 of the data for training
and the remainder for testing, respectively. Predictions, i.e.,
classifications, of the testing data are obtained using the
model’s class predict function. Performance measures are
calculated through scikit-learn’s performance scoring functions
based on the predicted and actual labels.
c) Rule Derivation: Rule derivation is divided into two
tasks, the first is to get the decision paths from the tree by
traversing it and the second to compose the rules from the
information held by the decision paths. Note that we are only
creating single-packet rules in this work. Nonetheless, multipacket rules considering consecutive packets are an option
within Snort and are of interest for our further developments.
All possible decision paths are obtained by traversing the
structure using scikit-learn’s decision_path function on
the DT in conjunction with the data used for fitting the tree,
i.e., the training set. The decision paths list the indices of
the nodes passed while traversing the tree during a decision
process. Using the list of indices, the tree can now be traversed
to obtain the values of the decision paths. Listing 1 sketches
the algorithm used in pseudo-Python.
Listing 1
T RAVERSING THE DT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

for node_index in node_indices[:-1]:
DP_features.append(tree.feature[node_index])
DP_thresholds.append(
tree.threshold[node_index])
if DP[node_index+1] ==
tree.children_left[node_index]:
DP_decisions.append(0)
elif DP[node_index+1] ==
tree.children_right[node_index]:
DP_decisions.append(1)
DP_verdict = max(tree.value[node_indices[-1]])

In lines 1 through 7, the algorithm iterates over the node
indices of the decision path, except the last node, i.e., the
leaf, as it does not contain a decision. In line 2, the features
of all nodes along the path are stored (e.g., proto or sttl)
and in line 3 the thresholds to either go left or right are
stored. The decision in the current node is then checked in
lines 4-5 and 6-7, respectively. If the decision is to go to
the left child (i.e., the feature is less than or equal to the
threshold), this is denoted with a zero and if it is to go right
(i.e., the feature is greater than the threshold), its denoted with
a one. Lastly, the verdict of the decision path, i.e., whether or
not this path leads to a classification as benign (class 0) or
malicious (class 1), is stored. The information obtained from
the decision paths is converted to a dictionary containing a
mapping between the features and their decision. The mapping

has the form feature name : [threshold value,
decision]. An unordered dictionary is sufficient here as the
order of decision is not important for deriving rules. To end the
traversal step, paths with a benign verdict are dropped. As the
last step, Snort rules are composed from the decision paths by
mapping the features and their decisions in the DT’s nodes to
the possible options in the rules. Numerical value features like
TTL and dsize can easily be mapped, as they only appear once
per path and the decision of whether this feature is less-equal
or greater is supported by Snort (e.g., ttl:<55;). Categorical
features can either be mapped to their equivalents in Snort
rules or combined to lists. The protocol and state features
have corresponding equivalents in Snort, although the UNSWNB15’s proto field contains more diverse identifiers. TCP is
simply set as the protocol in the rule, when the value from
the decision path is not directly supported by Snort. Similarly,
state flags are only supported for TCP and are ignored if the
decision path contains a negated or unsupported flag.
Most importantly, every Snort rule needs to fill the rule
header with the appropriate values (see also Table I) for the
source and destination addresses and ports. As IP addresses
and port numbers are identifiers, these are also categorical.
Negated addresses and ports are supported by Snort. Therefore, all IPs are joined to lists for the source and destination
IPs. The same is implemented for ports. In case no value for
one of these four fields is present in the decision path, Snort’s
any wildcard is used. Full wildcard rules consisting only of
any values in the header are removed, as they would alert
on every packet. Lastly, the generated rule set is filtered for
duplicates and written to a rule file to be passed to Snort.
Listing 2 shows two exemplary rules derived from DTs. Note
that non-detecting options like the msg, sid, and priority are
simply set to default values.
Listing 2
E XEMPLARY RULES DERIVED FROM DT S
alert tcp [175.45.176.2] [63167] ->
[149.171.126.14] [179] (msg:"Alert rule
derived from Decision Tree"; sid:3000006;
priority:1;)
alert tcp [175.45.176.1] [34180, !21170] ->
[149.171.126.17, !10.40.182.255,
!149.171.126.13] [179] (msg:"Alert rule
derived from Decision Tree"; sid:3000034;
priority:1; dsize:>52; ttl:>61;)

Figure 3 shows a small examplary DT ready for rule
derivation. As can be seen, the first path to the right would
lead to class y[0]. This path is considered to be benign
and will, hence, not be converted into a rule. Consequently,
only paths ending in a leaf node with class = y[1]
will result in an alert rule. In Figure 3, this means the
resulting rule would be a combination of source IP not being
175.45.176.2, destination port being 63167, and destination IP
not being 175.45.176.3. As a Snort rule this would be alert
tcp [!175.45.176.2] any -> [!175.45.176.3]
[63167] (msg:"...") (source port is set to any as none
was given in the DT’s path).

Fig. 3. Examplary DT ready for rule derivation

B. Anomaly Detector
Although in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in general the
inner workings of the model remain hidden and traceability
of results is difficult, the performance in intrusion detection
outperforms that of shallow techniques [28], [29]. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based anomaly detectors perform slightly better than regular DNNs [28], [29]. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) include cycles and can capture
context, e.g., temporal dependencies. It has been shown by
Taylor et al. [30] that with respect to detection of automotive
cyber-attacks RNNs are vastly superior to the other methods
with LSTMs having the overall best average performance.
Since we aim for intrusion detection in the area of safetycritical systems such as networked vehicles, we assume that
LSTMs is the most suitable type of RNNs for this. Thus,
for the evaluation of our concept, a LSTM is implemented
in Python using the Keras [31] and Tensorflow [32] libraries.
a) Feature Selection: For the LSTM, only the attack cat
feature (nominal name of each attack category) is dropped
from the data set as anomaly detection is considered as a
binary classification problem here. Besides that, the LSTM
automatically selects the most relevant features and weighs
them accordingly. Although selecting features would reduce
the complexity of the model and resource consumption, this
becomes less significant, as this component is designed to be
implemented in the backend with vast resources.
b) Training: Training the LSTM is straightforward and
performed on the initial training data set. After evaluation, the
LSTM’s architecture of a single hidden layer with 128 LSTM
units, together with Sigmoid as the activation function, binary
cross-entropy as the loss function, and Adam as the optimizer
was selected. Before passing the data set to Keras for the actual

training, the data set is loaded and pre-processed using Pandas.
However, pre-processing is kept to a minimum, and only the
IP addresses, the protocol identifier, the service identifier, and
the state flags contained within the UNSW-NB15 data set
are transformed to integer values and non-integers replaced
with zeros. During training, 10-fold cross-validation is used
to validate the model, the performance of which is retrieved
using Keras evaluate function.
c) Traffic Data Classification: For classification, the new
unseen traffic data collected in the operational environment is
passed through the LSTM. We assume that the raw traffic
data has already been processed and prepared (e.g., removing
data already recognized as malicious by the IDS by filtering
based on the alert log) for use in the anomaly detector. In
this implementation, this is simulated by using the operational
training data set. This data is loaded and prepared in the same
way as described above but not filtered.
To classify the data, the stored LSTM model is loaded from
memory and the data, without the labels, passed to the model’s
predict function. This returns a value between 0 and 1 due
to the nature of the Sigmoid function. Hence, predicted labels
are derived by rounding to either 0 or 1. As the actual labels
for this data are available, which would not be the case in
a real implementation, the performance of the final model is
also evaluated on this unseen data. Finally, the predicted labels
are put into the operational training data set, replacing the
actual labels, and the data set is written to a CSV file as the
LSTM classified data set. This latter and the initial training set
represent the extended data.
C. Rule-Based Detector
As the actual component responsible for detecting malicious
traffic was not the main focus of this IDS implementation,
Snort version 3 [33] was deployed. Snort has the advantage
of being a well-performing rule-based IDS, even in resourceconstraint devices [34], and fits our use case well. Many basic
rule sets are already available, making the evaluation of the
detector’s baseline performance straightforward.
To assess the performance of Snort, either with the baseline
rule set as well as the generated rules, the alerts have to
be matched with the ground truth. Hence, some kind of
information about whether or not a packet is malicious has to
be encoded within the data. As Snort’s detection mechanisms
work on and above Layer 3, Media Access Control (MAC)
addresses can be used for this. Hence, the original PCAP
files of all data sets were augmented with MAC addresses
indicating malicious and benign packets. We implement this
by matching the IP addresses, ports, and timestamps of
packets with the ground truth table provided in the UNSWNB15 data set. If a packet matches an attack or malicious
record in the table, its destination MAC address is set to the
DE:AD:BE:EF:00:00 magic value. The address is zeroed,
in case no match is found.
The logs are generated using Snort’s CSV alert mode
with the corresponding features. For evaluation, all duplicate
alerts are removed first. Then, all alerts containing the magic

value DE:AD:BE:EF:00:00 MAC address are counted as
True Positives (TPs), as they are alerts for malicious packets. In contrast, all other alerts are counted as FPs, since
these alerts were generated for benign packets. Furthermore,
False Negatives (FNs) are calculated by getting the difference
between the known total number of malicious packets and
the TPs (|F N | = |malicious| − |T P |). The True Negatives
(TNs) are the remainder of all unaccounted packets, i.e., the
difference between the total number of packets and the sum of
the TPs, FPs, and FNs (|T N | = |packets| − (|T P | + |F P | +
|F N |)).
V. IDS E VALUATION
This section presents the evaluation of the IDS design and
its proof-of-concept implementation.
A. ML System Accuracy
In the following, we analyze how well our individual ML
components generalize to the data at hand. The ML-specific
accuracies generally fall in line with those that the related
works (e.g., [11], [28], [29]) have observed. The accuracies
have been evaluated on the following testbed, simulating
the backend: For hardware, an AMD Ryzen 5 2600X with
16 GB of main memory, the testbed’s operating software
is Windows 10, Python 3.8.5 within Windows 10’s Linux
subsystem (WSL) in version 2 is used to run the Python code
and the Python libraries viz. Pandas 1.1.5, Numpy 1.18.5,
scikit-learn 0.23.2, Keras 2.4.3, and Tensorflow 2.3.1 are used.
a) DT Rule Generator Accuracy: To evaluate the DT,
each combination of training, traversing, and deriving rules
was repeated 10 times. The results are the averages of these
individual outcomes. Full k-fold validation was not feasible
due to the aforementioned memory restrictions.
Overall, the DT works well on the UNSW-NB15 data set.
As shown in Table II, accuracy, precision, and recall are all
over 98%. The F1 -scores are continuously larger than 0.99,
too. Extending the initial data set with data classified by
the anomaly detector demonstrates a beneficial effect on the
overall accuracy. This largely is because of a better overall
distribution of the data selected for training. Selecting all
features as mapped instead of only those matching the rule
header provides minor differences. Since the IPs and ports
have to be one-hot encoded, these typically already comprise
up to 32000 features. Adding four more features is, therefore,
only a minor difference.
While these scores are excellent, FPs are still present.
This potentially results in FP rules being created and benign
packages being classified as malicious. In principle, the same
is true for FNs, but no rules for letting benign traffic pass are
created. Nonetheless, FNs can result in missing rules for data
wrongly classified as benign. These points emphasize the need
for a highly accurate model as the basis for rule generation.
In terms of computational performance, listed in Table III,
the training and processing times of the DT during rule
derivation are good for a proof-of-concept implementation.
Note that these performance numbers represent the systems

TABLE II
ML-P ERFORMANCE OF THE DT WITH DIFFERENT UNSW-NB15 DATA

TABLE IV
LSTM PERFORMANCE ON UNSW-NB15 DATA SET

SETS AND FEATURES

Features

Data set

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 -Score

Header
Header
All
All

Initial
Extended
Initial
Extended

99.183%
99.795%
99.210%
99.832%

98.573%
99.732%
98.744%
99.857%

99.809%
99.860%
99.685%
99.808%

0.991
0.998
0.992
0.998

that are intended to run on a powerful backend. These numbers
can thus only indicate the potential load on said backend
and do not represent the computational performance of the
IDS within its operational environment, e.g., a safety-critical
automotive controller. Nonetheless, the overall performance
of the backend directly influences, for example, the minimum
period in which rules can be updated. Interestingly, using all
of the mapped features increases the times taken significantly.
Moreover, training the DT with the extended data set results
in a broader but shallower tree. This means that the DT also
generates more decision paths. This explains the improved
performance discussed above, as the DT generalizes better.
Nonetheless, it has to be noted that this has to be due to a
better distribution within the data itself.
TABLE III
C OMPUTATIONAL AND TEMPORAL PERFORMANCE OF THE DT ON
UNSW-NB15
Features

Data Set

Training

Traversal

Depth

Leaves

Header
Header
All
All

Initial
Extended
Initial
Extended

3.896s
4.202s
28.900s
35.400s

1.952s
1.877s
8.841s
10.604s

45
23
62
24

52
79
49
61

Mode

Accuracy Precision Recall

Train
Classify

99.279% 98.625% 99.952% 0.993
98.671% 87.432% 99.996% 0.933

B. Detection Performance of Generated Rules
For evaluation, two experiments are performed. In each
experiment, rules are generated using the initial training data
set and its extension with the LSTM classified data set. For
each of the data sets, rules with and without negated field
values, are generated. This results in four types of rules for

Loss

Time

0.022
-

475.100s
996.748s

each experiment: initial training set without negated fields,
initial training set with negated fields, extended classified data
set without negated fields, and extended classified data set with
negated fields. Rules are generated and evaluated five times per
experiment, as the DT implementation is not deterministic.
a) Baseline Rules: To measure the baseline rule set
performance, the network traces are evaluated using Snort’s
community rules [35]. Only a fraction of malicious packets
is detected with a recall of 2.228%, precision of 2.237%, and
a F1 -score of 0.022. A high accuracy of 98.150% shows that
this metric alone is not very meaningful.
b) Header-Only Rules: In a first experiment, rules are
only generated by considering the IP, port, and protocol fields
of Snort, i.e., the header fields. Figure 4 shows that a high
accuracy of over 97% is achieved for each of the four rule
set types. Except for the extended data set with negated rules,
precision, recall, and F1 -scores are over 60%, 65%, and 0.63,
respectively. The fourth type of rule performs slightly worse,
with a precision of 41.219% and an F1 -score of 0.45. Recall
is equal and, hence, the same number of malicious packets
are detected but more benign packets are being misclassified.
Overall, these types of rules provide a significantly better
detection performance than the baseline community rule set
but extending the classified data set is not beneficial.
1.0

Initial Training Set - Without negated
Initial Training Set - With negated
Extended Dataset - Without negated
Extended Dataset - With negated

0.8
0.6

Score

b) LSTM Anomaly Detector: The LSTM works well on
learning and classifying the UNSW-NB15 data set. Table IV
shows the performance of the LSTM model during training
and when classifying the unseen operational training set.
During training, accuracy, precision and recall is high, over
98%, and loss is very low at just 0.022. The excellent F1 score is 0.993. When classifying new data, i.e., the operational
training set, accuracy is very good with 98.671%. Recall is
excellent at 99.996%, which implies that only 8 out of 215260
malicious entries were not detected. In contrast, precision of
87.432% depicts that a larger number of benign entries, 30941
out of 2081800, were mis-classified as malicious. Overall, the
F1 -score of 0.933 indicates that the LSTM is working well for
anomaly detection based on binary classification.

F1

0.4
0.2
0.0

Accuracy

Precision

Metric

Recall

F1 Score

Fig. 4. Classification results - Header-Only Rules

c) Full Rules: In a second experiment, all features in
Table I are considered. However, this leads to a significant
decrease in performance compared to header-only rules. One
possible reason is that the non-payload rule options are too
generic for precise detection and simply fit too many packets.
d) Comparison to Other Works: Other works implementing intrusion detection for the UNSW-NB15 dataset have
achieved similar results. In their work [36], Faker et al. use
several techniques, DNN, RF, and Gradient Boosted Tree.

For binary classification, they are able to achieve accuracies
of 99.19%, 98.86%, 97.92%, respectively. Unfortunately, no
other metrics were reported. In [15], Ren et al. implement an
RF-based IDS with multiclass class classification. Their system reaches accuracies of over 93% for all classes. However,
precision, recall, and F1 -scores vary widely between the attack
classes and range from less than 10% for the analysis attack
class to over 95% for the generic attack class. Averaged, the
system reaches precision, recall, and F1 -scores of around 60%,
similar to what is presented in this work.
C. Discussion
In general, our proof of concept demonstrates that the IDS
works as intended. While a full live demonstration using
alternate network traffic captured during operation was not
possible within the scope of this first proof of concept, we
intend to deploy a further prototype in a real-world scenario
(e.g., a connected vehicle) to validate the aspect of updating
rules in the long run. Our implementation also shows that
distributing more resource-intensive components to a vastly
more powerful backend makes sense. The performance shows
that the designed IDS is a relatively good classifier but using
the generated rules, in a realistic scenario, may not be as
straightforward as in this proof-of-concept implementation.
Whereas the baseline rule set is not performing well, with a
very low detection rate, the designed ML-IDS generated rules
alert on far more malicious packets. This is shown by the up
to 30 times higher F1 -score and recall values compared to
baseline performance. Such an increase can be expected, as
the community rules are very general and our generated rules
are tailored specifically to the data.
However, the precision scores of maximum 60% show a
large number of false positives are also generated. This is also
reflected in the F1 -scores, which reach a maximum of 0.63
when using the header-only rules. The inclusion of negated
rule options (e.g., IPs or ports) is also not beneficial. As it
appears that Snort ORs the entries within an array of, e.g.,
IPs, having just a single IP matched fulfills the condition for
the array. This is easily the case with negated values, as only
one such IP or port can be present in a packet’s header. Thus,
incorporating negated values is not helpful.
So far, the additional data classified by the LSTM anomaly
detector does not increase performance. This is attributed to
the fact, that the training data for the anomaly detector (LSTM)
and rule generator (DT) come from the same data set and,
hence, have the same characteristics. In the future development
of our system, we have to investigate training the components
with differing data. Furthermore, the translation from the ML
components into rules has to be vastly improved. Both the
LSTM and DT are performing exceptionally well on their own,
but the resulting rules do not reach similar levels yet. The
overall performance hence suggests to conduct a more precise
analysis of the generated rules before deploying, especially
considering the requirements of safety-critical systems.
The most prevalent limitation of the IDS is definitely the too
low performance. The detection and FP rates shown in Sec-

tion V-B would not be suitable to the targeted safety-critical
environment. Observed limiting factors are the, comparably,
low number of usable features from the data set and the lack
of payload-based features. We, hence, suggest looking into
GAs for payload-based rules as they can work on this type
of data but also on the categorical data used herein. Similarly,
training the anomaly detector (in this case the LSTM) as a
binary classifier limits it to only recognizing the attacks it
has been trained with. Training the anomaly detector to only
know legitimate traffic, which is known especially in safetycritical environments, can therefore be a better option. For
example, this can be realized by deploying an autoencoder as
the anomaly detector and training it on the benign traffic.
In comparison to the related work, the IDS provides a novel
approach but shares similarities with some of the works. The
overall design is similar to the one presented by Kaur and
Singh [16]. In their design, the LSTM is a second stage
used for detecting anomalies that have slipped past the first
rule-based component. Furthermore, their rule generation uses
substring matching to generated if-then rules instead of using
ML for generating Snort rules. Offloading the computationally
more expensive ML-based operations to a backend is similar
to the approach presented by Loukas et al. [37]. However, their
system fully moves intrusion detection to the cloud, making
it dependent on the car being online. The system proposed in
this paper can also perform intrusion detection when the car
is offline.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose a multi-stage ML-based IDS which combines a
traceable DT-based rule generator with a DL-based anomaly
detector for extending the data set used by the generator.
It is evaluated with the well-known UNSW-NB15 data set.
Our approach is adapted to the requirements of safety-critical
systems, particularly traceability and efficiency. As an example, we had the safety-relevant systems in, e.g., a vehicle
using automotive Ethernet in mind. Overall, the performance
shows the IDS can be implemented and effectively deployed
for the target use-cases. The production-ready IDS solution,
will however be more complex and require deeper analysis
of created rules. Experts can use the generated rules as input
when creating a new rule set, e.g., in scenarios like vehicular
Ethernet networks where no rules are available yet. The
easy interpretability of DTs also allows traceable results to
be generated. Traceable decisions will allow developers to
determine which rules fired and how they were generated.
The use of a DL-based approach to expand the data set of
the rule generator could, however, be viewed as too opaque,
since errors spread to the generated rules and ultimately lead to
incorrect classifications by the IDS. As future work, we intend
to demonstrate the adaptability of our solution to different
types of data sets, such as traces from automotive Ethernet
networks.
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